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The use of dictionaries and online resources by foreign language learners
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1. Dictionary use in the past and today
„nearly all the students use dictionaries practically every day“ (Snell-Hornby 1987: 167)
„die Verwendung einer Fremdsprache beinhaltet so gut wie immer die Benutzung
von Wörterbüchern […]“ (Herbst/ Klotz 2003: 288).

Dictionaries are up-to-date again (Corda/Marello 2004)
Increasing integration of dictionaries in educational standards and school
curricula, especially in foreign language teaching (CEFR 2001)
Current production is intended for foreign language learners (Domínguez Vázquez/
Valcárcel Riveiro 2014)

but: Do students of foreign languages still use dictionaries?
If so – how do they use them?
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2. Research into dictionary use
In the last years: focus on the user perspective :
„Users‘ needs have become a central issue not only for practical lexicography but also for
lexicographic theory.“ (Granger 2012: 4)
Laufer/Hill (2000), Nesi (2000), Tono (2000, 2011), Hill/Laufer (2003), Bergenholtz/ Johnson (2005), de Schryver/ Joffe/ Joffe/ Hillewaert
(2006), Laufer/ Levitzky-Aviad (2006), Boonmoh/Nesi (2008), Tseng (2009), Dziemianko (2010), Frankenberg-Garcia (2011), Boonmoh (2012),
Lew/ Grzelak/ Leszkowicz (2013), Nied Curcio (2013, 2014), Domínguez Vázquez/ Mollica/ Nied Curcio (2014), Koplenig/ Meyer/ MüllerSpitzer (2014), Kosem et al. (2018)

The focus of many studies on dictionary use has been on questions such as:
 Which dictionary features do users appreciate?
 which dictionaries and more specifically which information do they need in which situations, etc.?
…

 Studies assume that lexicographic resources are indeed used
 However, only a few studies of what really happens in the classroom or in a real comunicative
situation
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3. Some general results of dictionary use
◦
◦
◦
◦

Bilingual dictionaries
Online-dictionaries more frequent than paper dictionaries
„alternative e-dictionaries“ (AEDs), „less prestigiuos“or translation programs (i.e. google)
Increasing tendency of app use

 Reasons:

(Domínguez/Valcárcel 2014)
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How do students look up? And why?
Concentration on the first hit
Only 1 website or 1 app !
The 1st one (even through google search)
Bilingual version
Minimal knowledge of the existing
dictionaries
Little self-reflection on their own dictionary
use

Use of the smartphone similar to paper and
online dictionaries, i.e.
◦ Use only bilingual dictionaries,
◦ 1st equivalent,
◦ Don‘t pay attention to grammatical
information,
◦ Look up single words,
◦ Disorientated
◦…

Do not exploit the full tecnical and
multimedial potential !
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User behaviour related to phrases and idioms
Foreign language learners look up single words and try to find the
equivalents (Stirling 2003, Tseng 2009, Dziemianko 2012, Nied Curcio 2014)

This is enhanced by technical limits (Krajka 2004, Lew 2012, Tono 2004)
Difference between internet and app version + Different results in every look up, i.e. google
translate
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The difficulties with phrases and idioms
The recognition of the „combinations“ (phrases, expressions, idioms,…):
gente in piazza, keine Frage, das lassen wir mal dahingestellt,…

Continuum (Simone 2007)
Transparent sequences
Prefered combinations of words
Partly idiomatic combinations
Fully idiomatic combinations

dare una mano =
helfen
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4. „Die BSR-Studie“ - an International Observation Study
International cooperation project: students of
German as a Foreign Language (DaF learners)
from Romance Language speaking countries
Research question: Which online resources do
DaF learners freely consult when they correct
interference errors (one of many possible
research questions)?
Emphasis upon DaF learners‘ everyday
language activities/tasks

Explorative research
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Data
• 14 participants per university
• Level A2/B1

• 18 sentences in total, on average 16 sentences were
edited
• Per informant approx. 40 minutes of screen
recording -> approx. 1680 minutes of video material
plus Think-Aloud-Protocols (TAPs)
• More than 2.200 search actions
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Study setup

allora cerco ehm vivere leben vedo se
mi da qualche informazione # ok cerco
leben bei [also ich suche ehm vivere
leben lass mal sehen ob es weitere
Informationen gibt # okay ich suche
leben bei

Obwohl ich studiere, wohne ich noch
mit meinen Eltern.
https://cdn.pixabay.com/photo/2017/05/08/09/43/business2294966_1280.png
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Which resources were used?

Resource

Edits %

Participants
%

Google
Pons Dictionary
Pons Translator
Reverso
Conjugation

38.6
54.6
11.0
7.29

100.0
79.1
37.2
34.9

Linguee
Verbformen
Duden
Bab.la Dictionary
Dict.cc
Deutsch Info
GoogleTranslator
Lingolia Deutsch
WordReference

11.0
7.12
7.12
5.59
1.19
3.39
3.39
1.86
2.71

32.6
27.9
25.6
16.3
14.0
14.0
11.6
11.6
9.30
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Type of resources
 Dictionaries are
used most
often, followed
by dictionaries
with grammar
tables
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Position of google search result selected

Search string and resource
SEARCH STRING IN GOOGLE

SEARCH STRING IN A “DICTIONARY”

 When using a search engine: the search string contains metalanguage terms
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The use of Pons
PONS dictionary
Single word queries

Multiple word queries

PONS Translator
Single word queries

Multiple word queries
0%

13%

87%
100%
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E.g. He / I missed the train.
8/12/2016

18/09/2019

20/02/2017
18/09/2019

20/02/2017
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Which factors influence the quality of the corrections?

 The number of resources
used has no influence
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Which factors influence the quality of the corrections?
 The number of resources used has no influence
 The time spent on each sentence has no influence

 But…
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Type of resources used – Quality of corrections
The type of resource used has an impact on the quality of the corrections
 The use of a machine translation tool is proportionally related to fewer
correctly processed sentences (statistically significant)
 The use of dictionaries with parallel texts is related to more correctly
processed sentences (almost statistically significant: 1,92)
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Time spent on resources

 Participants who
spend more time on
resources are more
likely to find the
correct answer
 Average difference
in seconds is small
 But significant
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Time spent on google search results page

 The time spent on the
Google results page is
also higher for correct
sentences.
 A more reflective
approach?

wrong

correct
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Why do the students overlook important information?
E.g.: Ich möchte ein Stipendium beim
DAAD bewerben.
Rapid switching between the Excel
Spreadsheet and Leo, doesn‘t read
the column on the right.
TAP: reads „candidarsi“ out loud,
but not „sich AKK bewerben“. >
Student gives up! (R-01)






They read from top to bottom.
Grammatical information remains unnoticed.
They focus on a wrong hypothesis.
They look for a solution similar to their L1 !
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Adequate use of dictionaries (online resources):
Dictionary, time + …
1. Language level
2. Language awareness (consciousness
of differences between languages)

3. Dictionary (use) awareness
knowledge of various dictionaries and resources
specific knowledge of what to look up and
where to find it

3. Language learning awareness
use of strategies (looking up synonyms,
…)
double check (changing the language
direction)
reading carefully
metalinguistic reflection

4. Willingness/determination to
solve a linguistic problem
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E.g. Reaction after failure
R 03, R 07

R 02
•

•
•

Okay I‘ll use a website that in part
enables the conversion of sentences
okay ehm it doesn‘t find anything so I
will go to the next sentence

okay they‘re probably not synonyms
# okay okay I‘ll go to the next sentence
I‘ll look for ### I can‘t think of
anything okay okay it requires ##
requires the ahm # no it requires the
Dative I don‘t know I‘m going to
continue

•

Okay here the verb is wrong I think both have the same meaning in Italian
in German it is not adequate in this context ahm I think it is verpassen
but I will search it again in Reverso

•

I would like ahm normally here there is an option to see options that come
up when one has other results but I think there are no more so now I must
think through another search typology

•

[…] non posso purtroppo non posso andare also in die Klasse gehen I will
look up if ahm gehen somehow is used with Klasse maybe it will give me
a similar sentence so ahm # so (camminare andare a passeggio # andare in
una stanza Zimmer in ein Zimmer) so when I go (ich gehen) must ahm I
must use in plus Accusative so the article is not incorrect maybe the verb is
incorrect # I will check if Klasse for example specifies a context of use no
(viaggiare in prima seconda classe) no ahm okay so Klasse could also be a
category maybe I didn‘t understand the sentence correctly so I will also
search for Arzttermin
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Thank you – Grazie - Danke

Martina Nied Curcio – Università degli Studi Roma Tre
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